N.B. Though only part of sentence is highlighted, the whole reference as described is to be read.

p. 187, ¶ 1 (after the introduction), whole ¶– “POLITICAL PORK. Since the first Congress…”

Ibid., Question: What is the origin of the term “pork”? (see footnote on p. 183)

p. 188, ¶ 5, whole ¶– “But pork has its unabashed defenders. How, these…”

IBID., Questions: What is “green pork”; what is “academic pork”; “defense pork.”

IBID., ¶ 8, line 2 + remainder of ¶– “What exactly is pork? Reaching a definition…”

IBID., ¶ 9, line 1 + remainder of ¶– “One man’s boondoggle is another man’s…”

IBID, ¶ 10, whole ¶– “Thus, pork goes to the heart of the age-old tension between…”

p. 189, ¶ 4, whole ¶– “Just about everyone agrees that the budget crunch has made…”